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HIGH-IMPACT
NETWORKING 

FOUNDER-LED
SESSIONS

FIRESIDE CHATS
SOIRÉE

AFTERPARTY
A highly curated community of
prospective partners, mentors,
investors, and executive talent.

Moderators lead candid
discussions offering tactical

peer advice for entrepreneurs.

Keynote presentations for an
executive audience on hyper-

growth and scaling.

Introducing Canadian tech
leaders to an audience of

expats living in the Bay Area.

CURATED  BY  AND  FOR  ENTREPRENEURS
Growth Summit is an invitation-only, two-day (un)conference for C100 Members and CXOs of high-growth
startups. Through the Summit, C100 aims to amplify the voices of Canadian shapers and builders to a global
audience and position Canada as the emerging home of entrepreneurship.

As we went from 0 to 120 employees in less than four years, and wondering how we
could be going to 500 or 1,000 employees with minimum headaches and maximizing our
potential, Growth Summit was perfect. It covered in 24 hours what has been countless
debates and reflections in the past months with my co-founder. It felt like I discovered a
family I didn't know I had, and they are awesome!

SOLON ANGEL
Founder of Mindbridge AI



EXPERT-LED  DISCUSSIONS  ON  SCALING

22nd Prime Minister of Canada 
 
From: Toronto, Ontario
Currently: Calgary, Alberta
 
The Former Prime Minister shared candid perspectives
gained through serving as a G7 world leader and one
of Canada's longest serving Prime Ministers. He spoke
about the unique Canadian identity in the global
economy, trends in trade and tech policy, and working
with regulators on issues ranging from from labour to  
trade and investment policy.

PATRICK SPENCE
CEO of Sonos 
 
From: Kitchener, Ontario
Currently: Santa Barbara, California
 
Patrick spent the early years of his career at
RIM/Blackberry before joining Sonos in 2012. Having
been involved in the launch of some of the company's
most successful products and expansion into new
international markets, Patrick shared his learnings as
a seasoned executive on taking a tech company public
and forging strategic partnerships with iconic brand
names to accelerate your business.

ALY ORADY
with moderator:

RT. HON. STEPHEN HARPER

Founder & CEO, Tonal

ALEX KOLICICH
with moderator:

Founding Partner, 8VC

DAX DASILVA
Founder & CEO of Lightspeed
 
From: Vancouver, British Columbia
Currently: Montréal, Quebec
 
Dax founded Lightspeed in Montréal in 2005 and its
cloud commerce platform is now used by retailers and
restaurants in over 100 countries. Lightspeed's IPO in
2019 was the largest Canadian IPO in the past nine
years. Dax offered insightful reflections on
understanding the changing role of CEO in a scaling
company and his passion of helping entrepreneurs
become leaders in their communities.

MARIE-JOËLLE PARENT
with moderator:

Content Communications Manager, Pinterest

Founder & CEO of Getaround
 
From: Ottawa, Ontario
Currently: San Francisco, California
 
Sam shared stories on building a leading marketplace
for sharing personal vehicles. The conversation
included details on what's ahead for the company,
returning to their roots and core mission, and the
difficult choices a leader faces through hyper-growth.

SAM ZAID

MICHELE ROMANOW
with moderator:

Co-Founder & President, Clearbanc



A session focused on the challenging
transition from original "founding team" to 
seasoned executive team. Discussion leaders
shared their playbooks for compensation,
coaching the leadership team up, learning to
step back from every critical decision, and
structuring direct reports to the CEO.

EMPOWERING  FOUNDER-LED  SESSIONS
Founder-led "Campfire Sessions", small tactical working groups focused on fostering peer advice.

Andrew D'Souza
Oleg Rogynskyy
Jennifer Holmstrom

Co-Founder & CEO, Clearbanc
Founder & CEO, people.ai
Head of Talent, GGV Capital

A spirited, data-driven discussion on the state
of talent in Canada addressing key topics
including future skill demands, compensation
trends compared to other tech hubs, and
tactics to recruit and retain top talent.

Thomas Park
Win Bear
Armughan Ahmad
Rohan Mahimker
Marianne Bulger

VP, Ops & Strategy, BDC Capital
Head of BD, SVB Canada
President, Digital, KPMG Canada
Co-Founder & CEO, Prodigy Games
Founder & CEO, Prospect

A COO-led session focused on setting and
achieving audacious operational goals. Details
included creating "OKRs" (objectives and key
results), building quantifiable goals, and
holding yourself and team accountable.

Eva Wong
Sean Harrington
Salim Kassam

Co-Founder & COO, Borrowell
VP, City Solutions, Verizon
Senior Principal, Google

A candid discussion about the road to IPO or
acquisition. The group shared stories of how
to plan in various stages of the business cycle
and how business operations change
throughout the process of exiting.

Mike Serbinis
Patrick Spence
Dax Dasilva
Dani Lipkin

Founder & CEO, League
CEO, Sonos
Founder & CEO, Lightspeed POS 
Innovation Head, TMX Group

A session on maintaining culture as you scale.
The leaders shared perspectives on being
intentional about culture, orienting culture for
high performance, the role of the training and
onboarding process, and diversity.

Mike Wessinger
Allen Lau
Jack Newton
Shari Jones
 

Co-Founder & CEO, PointClickCare
Co-Founder & CEO, Wattpad
Co-Founder & CEO, Clio
Founder & Managing Partner,
Sightline Coaching

A discussion on leading through challenges
with board members and investors. The
session focused on how to select the most
effective board members and investors, how
to manage challenging personalities, and how
to address and communicate difficult topics.

Jeff Booth
Kristen Hamilton
Chris O'Neill

Co-Founder, BuildDirect
Founder, Koru
Former CEO, Evernote



INTIMATE  DINNERS  FOR  TRAVELING  GUESTS
The Summit kicked off with six intimate, thematic dinners scattered throughout San Francisco,
each hosted by a local C100 Charter Member and a Guest of Honour.

All dinners convened at the Battery for a Nightcap event built in partnership with KPMG Canada.

Learning from the notable careers of accomplished guests of honour:

David Baga
Former Chief Business

Officer, Lyft

Shaan Pruden
Senior Director, Partnerships,

Apple

Erik Blachford
Former President & CEO,

Expedia

Oliver Friedrichs
VP of Security Products,

Splunk

Jean-François Gagné
CEO, Element AI

Chris Albinson
Co-Founder & Director,
BreakawayGrowth Fund

Host: Kim Fennell 
Former Head of Global

Product Partnerships and
BD, Uber

Host: Ali Nazer
Head of Global Gaming

Strategy, Facebook

Host: Jamie Sutherland
Co-Founder & CEO, Sonix AI

Host: Curt Sigfstead
Head of West Coast

Technology Investment
Banking, JPMorgan

Host: Yen Lee
Chief Strategy Officer, JLL

Host: Andre Charoo
Founding & General Partner,

Maple VC

Discussing their
days doing battle
at Uber and Lyft 

The ever-evolving
role of gaming and

tech in our lives

Building a great
board for a growing

company

Combatting cyber-
crime through

entrepreneurship 

Attracting top
talent to Canadian

companies

C100's history and
the need for a cross-
border community



SUMMIT  SOIRÉE  TO  MEET  TALENTED  EXPATS

Dax Dasilva (Founder & CEO of Lightspeed POS, and Never Apart)
discusses leading the largest Canadian IPO of the past nine years.
In conversation with Marie-Joëlle Parent (Pinterest). Signed
copies of his new book Age of Union were gifted to guests.

Welcome remarks from
Rana Sarkar (Consul
General of Canada in San
Francisco) left guests
inspired by the potential
of a more engaged cross-
border community.

Growth Summit closed off with a larger audience of nearly 300 local Bay Area Canadian
technologists for a celebration of Canada's "moment", highlighting the recent success of
Canadian entrepreneur and C100 Charter Member, Dax Dasilva. The Soirée fostered networking
amongst Growth Summit participants and the expat Canadian talent pool.
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WHO  ATTENDS  GROWTH  SUMMIT?
Participation is invitation-only: a cross-border community representing Canadian-
led growth startups, executives and thought leaders



PRESENTED  IN  PARTNERSHIP
Growth Summit is made possible by the organization's Foundational Partners:

NETWORKING BREAKFAST
PRESENTER

NIGHTCAP EVENT PRESENTER OPENING DINNER HOST

SOIRÉE COLLABORATORS

For future partnership opportunities, please contact Joshua Goodfield at jgoodfield@thec100.org



It was inspiring to spend time with such a brilliant and accomplished group of Canadians.
The format lent itself to real conversations and practical advice for those of us "in the
arena." It was a valuable use of time, and I left more confident than ever that Canadian
entrepreneurs are poised to be major players on the global stage.

One of the things I find to be personally very valuable is to learn from and be inspired by
some of my higher-growth peers from the Bay Area and beyond from other C100
members. All entrepreneurs are competitive by nature and being around such a group
makes us all aspire to be better.

SEE  YOU  IN  2021

PATRICK SPENCE
CEO of Sonos

ROHAN MAHIMKER 
Co-Founder & CEO of Prodigy Games


